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Let X= {X(I), --co < t < m} be a continuous-time stationary process with 
spectral density d,(l; O), where B is a vector of unknown parameters. Let {TV} 
be a stationary point process on the real line which is independent of X. The 
identifiability and the estimation of 0 from the discrete-time observation {X(5*), TV} 
are considered. The consistency of appropriate estimates 8, as the time T-r co is 
established and a central limit theorem for @, is given. (r‘ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X= {X(t), ---co < t < cc ) be a real-valued weakly stationary 
stochastic process with zero mean, continuous covariance function 
R,(~)E L, and spectral density 4x(A). Suppose that the process X is 
sampled at instants irk} which constitute a stationary point process on the 
real line with mean rate p. One seeks estimates of R,(t) and b,(A) on the 
basis of a finite set of discrete-time observations {X(T~))~, r. If the 
sampling instants (rk} are equally-spaced, rk = k//I?, then aliasing is present 
and consistent estimates of R,(t) and 4,(A) from the discrete-time process 
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{X(k/fl)} do not exist unless the process X is bandlimited, 4X(J) = 0 for 
11) > W, and /I > W/A. It is therefore desirable to assume that (zk} is an 
irregularly-spaced “alias-free” point process as discussed below. 
The nonparametric estimation of R,(t) and 4X(n) has been studied in the 
literature. There are two approaches depending on whether the actual 
values of the sampling instants { zk} are known or not. In the first 
approach one is given the finite data sequence {x(rk))i= i and the 
statistics of the point process (tk} without the actual values (zk};=, . The 
feasibility of consistently estimating R,(t) and dX(L) under these cir- 
cumstances is studied in Shapiro and Silverman [ 15]. However, as shown 
in Masry [9], the quadratic-mean convergence rates for spectral estima- 
tion are only logarithmic in the sample size n and thus this approach is not 
useful practically. In the second approach one assumes that the observation 
is a realization of (X(z& zk};= 1, The feasibility of consistently estimating 
R,(t) and bbX(L) is developed in Masry [7] and is implicit in the work of 
Brillinger [ 11. The quadratic-mean convergence rates of spectral estimates 
are identical to those based on continuous-time data [1, 81. These rates do 
not depend on the average sampling rate /I (the asymptotic constant does). 
For covariance estimates see Masry [lo]. 
While the statistical performance of nonparametric estimation of R,(r) 
and Q,(n) is well developed, surprisingly little is known for parametric 
models (e.g., continuous-time ARMA(p, q) processes). An excellent over- 
view of the problem of continuous-time model fitting from discrete data is 
given by Robinson [ 143. The approach taken by Robinson is that of iden- 
tifying and estimating the autoregressive and moving average coefficients 
{aj)~zl and {Bj)Jf=o, q<p, of th e continuous-time process X based on 
maximizing a functional of the form 
L= -;1og2+ 
i 
w .I logs(Lj)+A 
J i dAj) ’ 
(1.1) 
where s(n) = (l/271) C,“= --m rkeVik’ with rk = E[X(rk+,) X(r,)], Z(1) = 
(1/2Rn) Ic;zl x(rk) e-ik’i2y and Lj = 2zj/n, I jl < [n/2]. Statistical 
analysis of such estimates are not given there. However, in view of the slow 
rate of quadratic-mean convergence for the nonparametric spectral 
estimate based on { x(zk)} z = 1, we expect that estimates of { aj} and { flj} 
based on maximizing (1.1) will also have slow rates of convergence. A full 
likelihood approach for Gaussian X, when the actual values (realization) of 
the sampling instants T i, . . . . z, are known, leads to maximizing 
M= -;1og2+og Ir( -+, (1.2) 
where Z= [R,(zi-- rj)];‘= 1 and x’ = (X(7,), . . . . X(z,)). The asymptotic 
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properties of estimates of { ai>,“= 1 and {/Ii};= 0 maximizing M are known 
only for the AR( 1) case, p = 1, q = 0 [ 121, because of the complex structure 
of the matrix r. Numerical methods for maximizing M are available [S]. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop the asymptotic statistical theory 
of estimates of the spectral parameters of a continuous-time processes from 
discrete-time observations (X(7& rk}z =, . We do not assume that the 
process X is Gaussian and we allow a broad class of “alias-free” point 
processes {zk}. Since estimates based on the likelihood function of M (1.2) 
are not mathematically tractable, we base our estimates on a “continuous- 
discrete” version of the functional W,, suggested originally by Whittle [ 161 
and used by Robinson [ 13) and others for discrete-time processes. 
Applications for such models can be found in Roberts er al. [l l] for 
laser anemomentry, in Jones [6] for medical signal processing and atomic 
clock timing. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the 
estimation scheme and establishes consistency of the spectral parameters 
estimates of the continuous-time process. The asymptotic normality of 
these estimates is derived in Section 3. 
2. CONSISTENCY 
In this section, X= (X(t), -cc < t < cc} is a stationary process with 
finite fourth-order moments with mean zero, continuous covariance 
function R,(~)EL,, spectral density #,(A), and kth-order cumulant 
@(U,) . ..) uk- i), k= 3,4. The point process {rk}pZ --co is stationary and 
orderly, independent of X, with finite fourth-order moments. Let N(*) be 
the counting process associated with (zk} and /I = E[N((O, I])] be the 
main intensity of the point process {zk}. Then [3] 
E[N((t, t+dz])] =jIdt (2.1) 
cov(N((t,t+dt]),N((t+u,r+u+du])}=C,(du)dr, (2.2) 
where C,, is the reduced covariance measure which is a a-finite measure on 
the Bore1 sets W with an atom at the origin, C,( (0)) = j?. We assume that 
outside of the origin CN is absolutely continuous with covariance density 
function cN(tl), i.e., 
C,(B) = B&(B) + i, c,v(u) & BE.93, (2.3) 
where 
if OEB 
otherwise. 
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In a differential notation &V(t) = N((0, t + dt]) -N((O, t]) and we can 
write, for k = 1,2, 3,4 [ 1 ] 
cum(dN(t,), . . . . dilq t,)} = c$‘( t, - t, , . ..) tk - t,) dt, . . * dfk (2.4) 
for distinct fis, where c$)(u,, . . . . uk- 1) is the &h-order cumulant density 
which is assumed to exist. Note that c,(u) E c’,“(u) and EC&V(t)] = /3 dt. 
We define the sampled process by 
Z(B) = C x(zih BEL2-8 
TiEB 
or, in differential form, dZ(t) = X(t) dN(t). The increment process 
finite fourth-order moments and, in particular, E[dZ(t)] = 0 and 
,uz(du) dt P E[dZ(t) dZ(t + u)] = R,(u){ fi’ du + C,(du)} dt. 
If we define the a-finite measure 
PN(B) = IB CP’ du + C,(du)l> BEST’, 
then 
Z has 
PZW = lB Rx(u) piv(du) = PRx(O) MB) + s, &M-B* + c&)1 du 
is a a-finite signed measure on .C& We define the spectral density d=(A) of 
the increment process Z by 
=fl*q&(A)+~+&[_“, R,(u)c,(u)e-‘““du. 
=B’&(l)+y+i’” q5x(l-u)$(u)du, 
-02 
(2.5) 
where $(A) 4 (1/27t) SEC0 e -iAUcN(~) du and cN( U) E L1 is assumed for the 
last equality. Note that dz(A) is bounded and uniformly continuous and by 
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma limlA, _ m dz(A) = j?R,(0)/2x > 0, so that 
dz(A) is not integrable (in contrast to the spectral density Qx(A) of 
stationary processes). Note that for a Poisson point process cN(u) s 0, in 
which case 
(2.6) 
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We say that the sampling scheme (rk} is alias-free relative to the family of 
all spectral densities dX(I) (with R,(t) EL,) if no two distinct spectral 
densities #k(n) and &(il) yield the same spectral density #z(,I) of the 
increment process Z. A necessary and sufficient condition for {rk) to be 
alias-free is given in Masry [7, Theorem 1 ] in terms of the measure Pi. 
The property of alias-free sampling does not guarantee by itself that tiX(,I) 
can be recovered from 4=(I) in a stable manner; additional conditions on 
the point process {rk) are required. 
For the parametric case, we assume that the spectral density dX(n) of the 
continuous-time process X depends on a vector parameter 8 = (0,) . . . . O,), 
excluding a multiplicative parameter q in #X(2). This would be the case, for 
example, when X is a continuous-time ARMA(p, q) process with spectral 
density 
for which 8 = (a,, . . . . ap _, , j?r, . . . . j?,). We make this dependence explicit by 
writing #*(A; 0) instead of #X(,I) and suppressing the dependence on the 
parameter q which is taken to be fixed but unknown. The estimation of 0 
is independent of the value of q. At the end of this section we consider the 
separate estimation of the parameter 4. Correspondingly, the spectral 
density i,(n) of the sampled process Z is written as d,(n; 0). Put 
(2.7) 
Note that the weight function l/( 1 + I’) is needed here since 4z(;l; 0) is 
bounded but is not integrable. Now set 
g(i;B)=fg$? (2.8 1 
Note that g(& 0) does not depend on the multiplicative parameter q. We 
denote the true value of the parameter 8 by 0’. Define the functional 
K(e) = Ss, lo: “,‘:;“) bZ(n; eo) dA. 
Note that, since log x < x and tiz(L; 0”) <D, < co, we have 
where D1 is a finite constant so that K(8) can only diverge to - ~4. 
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However, if g(l; 43) is bounded away from zero, then K(6) of (2.9) is clearly 
well defined. Poisson sampling is such an example (cf. (2.6)). Henceforth 
we make the assumption 
(2.10) 
under which K(8) is well defined. Note that 
and, since log x < x - 1 with equality iff x = 1, then 
so that K(8) G @I’) with equality iff g(L; 0) = g(& f3’). We now assume 
that 
Assumption 2.1. (a) 8 takes values in a closed bounded set 0 c R”. 
(b) g(lz; 0’) # g(L; 0”) on a set of positive measure in I whenever 
8’ f efl. 
Clearly g(J; 0) depends on bx(l; 0) and on $(A), (2.5) of the point pro- 
cess Irk). The identifiability condition is imposed on g(i; 0) rather than on 
$x(l; 0) because of several reasons: (1) The estimate of 8 utilizes g(l; 0) 
directly; (2) In certain situations, condition (b) of Assumption 2.1 is 
satisfied even for non-alias-free sampling schemes, e.g., AR(l) process X 
with equally-spaced sampling. For arbitrary alias-free sampling schemes 
and general spectral density dx(L; 0) it is difficult to recast condition (b) in 
terms of conditions on b.JA; 0) alone, in view of the convolution integral 
in (2.5). For the special case of Poisson sampling we show below that con- 
dition (b) is satisfied if 4x(L; 0’) #k#,(& 0”) for any constant k, whenever 
8’ f8”. This would be the case if the multiplicative constant is excluded 
from 0. The preceding assertion is seen as follows: For 8’ # O”, if g(lz; 0’) = 
g(l; f3”) a.e. (dA), then for Poisson sampling, (2.6) and (2.8) imply 
Rx(0, et’) Rx(O, e’) 
0*(eN) - a*(ey 1 . 
The integrability of d,.Jn; 0) implies that the right-hand side of the 
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preceding equation is identically zero, which in turn implies #X(,$ 0’) = 
kdX(l; 0”) for a constant k. This contradicts the assumption. 
Assumption 2.1 ensures that the value of the parameter 8’ may be 
identified by the equation K(tIO)=maxBEe K(6). It then follows that an 
estimate of 0’ may be based on an estimate of K(8’). To this end, set 
(2.11) 
where Z&I) is the periodogram for $z(A; O), based on the observations 
{X(7,), zi} y:T); i.e., 
= kT 1 “f’ e  -  ihqTk) * 
k=l 
and the estimate 6, of 8’ is defined by 
B,(O,) = m:x R,(e). 
(2.12) 
For continuous-time processes {X(t), --co < t < cc > with spectral density 
d,(n; O), R,(e) of (2.11), with Zz,r(n) replaced by 
was proposed by Ibragimov [4] when X(t), t E (0, T), is available. 
An estimate of a2(t10) is given by 
cc I.2 &I &eo) = [-, 1+12 dl. (2.14) 
This will be used later to obtain an estimate of the multiplicative parameter 
q in the spectral density d,(J). 
We now turn to the issue of consistency of &.. We first show that the 
estimate R,(O) converges in quadratic-mean to K(8) as T+ co for each 
tIE 8 and find the asymptotic expressions for its mean and variance. 
Similarly for the estimate SZ,(eO). Towards his end we make the following 
assumptions on the cumulants of the process X and the cumulant densities 
of the counting process ZV. 
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6) S”’ (l+ ItI) IRx(t)l dt< a 
-cx 
(ii) jRk-, (l+ luil) Ic$‘(u,, . . . . uk--l)I du~...duk-~ < 00 
for k=3,4,j=l,..., k-l 
(iii) 
for k=2,3,4,j=l,..., k-l. 
Note that, when A’ is Gaussian, condition (ii) is vacuous. Similarly, when 
N is Poisson counting process, condition (iii) is vacuous. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under Assumption 2.2 we have 
(a) Assume A(I; 0) glog(g(A; 0))/( 1 + A’) is bounded, continuous in I, 
and EL,(dJ). We have for each 8 E 0, 
E&(Q)] = K(8) + 0( l/T) 
Tvar[RT(0)] --f 27~ jR1 A(&; 0) A(J2; 0) q$)(I,, -I,, I,; 0’) d& d3L2 
+47c i O” A*(& e) f&n; e0) d& -cc 
(b) E[6$.(0’)] = a*@‘) + 0( l/T) and 
as T + co, where the 0(1/T) term is untform in I and $‘$‘(I.,, &, I,; 0) is 
the fourth-order cumulant spectra of the increment process Z defined in 
(2.17) below. 
Proof. Define the cumulants C $)(u, , . . . . uk _ ,) of the increment process 
Z by 
cum{dZ(t,), . . . . dZ(t,)} = dCg’(t,- t,, . . . . t, - tl) dt,, (2.15) 
683/41/t-5 
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where C$’ is of bounded variation over finite cubes. Then under Assump- 
tion 2.2 we have Cl, pp. 485,495] 
s (l+lujI)dlC$‘(u, ,..., uk-,)l <GO; k=2,3,4, j=l,..., k-l. (2.16) f+l 
Moreover, define the kth-order cumulant spectrum ti$)(n,, . . . . & _ ,) 
by Cl1 
fg’(L ..‘, Jk- 1) 
and note that q5$’ is bounded, uniformly continuous, but not integrable in 
general. Also ~Z(n)=~~l(I). By Theorem 4.1 of Brillinger [l], we have 
(see (2.12)) 
cum&,T(Al)~ . ..? b.dAk)) 
@‘(A ,,..., n&,)+0(1), k=2,3,4, (2.18) 
where 
and the O( 1) term is uniform in the 1;s. Hence, 
E[r,,(n,l=~~cumldZ.r(l),d,,(-l)}=(,(I;eo)+o f , 
0 
(2.19) 
where U( l/T) is uniform in 1. Thus by (2.11) and 
log( g( A; 0))/( 1 f 12) E L, , by assumption, 
E[R,(t3)] = K(B) + U( l/T). 
Let L = (27~T)~ cov{Zz,,(n,), I.&J,)}; then we have, by (2.18), 
L=(27r)3 T&)(1,, -A,, A,; V)+ O(1) 
+ L-P) DA21 + A21 cbz(~,; eo) + aI)1 
xc271D.(-~,-~2)~,(-I,;e”)+~(1)1 
+ [(271)D~(n,-n,)~,(n,;e’)+0(1)1 
X [2&,(-1, +A,) &(-A,; e”)+ u(i)]. 
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With the notation AT(n) = (l/T) IDT(A)l* being the Fejer kernel we have 
covPz,.(~1)~ L,i-(~*)~ 
=~{2~(!4’(1,,-~,,~2;~0)+b:(~~;~o)[A,(i.,+E.2)+A,(~,-~,)l) 
+ (41) 
7 &(k; e”)c&(~l+ A*) + D,@, - n211 
+~z~-~,~~“~C~,~-~,-~2~+~T~-~~+~2~l+~}, (2.20) 
where the 0( 1) term is uniform in 2;s. By (2.11) we then have 
and, substituting (2.20) in (2.21), we obtain 
Tvar[R,(O)] = 271 IRz A(A1; 0) A(I,; 0) q5$)(A,, -I,, A2; 0’) dJ, d12 
~[D,(-~1-~2)+DT(-~1+~2)]d3*~d~~+l 
r.r;t.J;tJl;r. (2.22) 
Now with AT(L) = TA(Tl), A(2) = (sin(1/2)/(A/2))* we have 
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The integrand converges to &.(A,; t1°)A2(11,;8) d(u) as T-+ co, since 
A(R; 0) is continuous in A and is bounded by a constant multiple of 
A(1i; 0) d(v) EL,(&, x da), since #=(A1; t3’) and A(,?, -u/T; 8) are 
bounded. By dominated convergence we then have 
and, hence, 
J’; -+ 271 s e &(n;eO)[A2(n;e)+A(ke)A(-ke)]dk -co 
We next show that Jl;r = o( 1) as T --t cc from which the result follows. 
Now, since tiZ(J; 0”) = #Z( - 1; e”), we have 
sin(l, + ;I,) T + sin(l, - 1,) T 
since Re[D,(1) J = sin AT/I. Thus, 
1 I dA d3L (&+&)T l 2 . 
The integrand above tends to zero as T + cc except on the lines 1, = +& 
(which have zero measure on the plane). Also the integrand is bounded by 
a constant multiple of (A(&; 0) A(&; (I)[ E L,(dll x d&), since dZ(l,; 0’) is 
bounded. Hence by dominated convergence, JT = 0( l/T) + o( 1) = of 1). 
The proof for &#I’) is similar and is omitted. 1 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that k,(e) converges in quadratic-mean to 
K(8) as T+ cc for every 8 E 0. It is therefore a consistent estimator of 
KW 
We now establish the consistency of the estimate 8,. For this we need 
one additional condition on g(l; 0). We have 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that Assumption 2.1 (for the um’quf identifiability 
of O’), conditions of Theorem 2.1 (for the convergence of KT(0) to K(8)) 
hold and 
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(a) For any E> 0, 3rj =?(a) >O such that Ilog g(I; 0’) - 
log g(l; 9”)l <E for all Iz whenever ])0’--WI) <q. 
Then whenever the cumulants of the processes X and N satisfy the 
integrability conditions of Assumption 2.2 we have & + 8’ in probability as 
T+ CO. 
We remark that condition (a) is satisfied when X is an ARMA process 
and { tk) is a Poisson point process. 
Proof We follow the argument of Theorem 1 in Ibragimov [4] 
adapted to our setting. Let E > 0 be an arbitrary fixed number. For each 
s1 > 0 choose a set of points t3, in 0, = 0 - (f3 : 118 - 8’11 <E} such that the 
sphere Sj with centers 6, and radius E 1 cover the set 8 1. Since 8 is compact 
by (a) of Assumption 2.1, the number of 0;s can be finite. Now 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4] we have, by using Assumption 2.1(b) 
and condition (a) in Theorem 2.1, for every s2 > 0, 
(2.23) 
With the choice s2= imine, IK(O)--K(e*)l, we have 
PCI&-(@T)- kdej)l < ~~16 fw%e*) - iqe*)i 2 2~~1 
+ PCIR7-(ej) - mu 2 ~~1 
+O as T-+co (2.24) 
by Theorem 2.1. For the second term on the right side of (2.23) we proceed 
as follows: 
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Note that by condition (a) on g(& 0), ~(6~) + 0 as cl -+ 0. Also, since 
E[I,, .(A)] = $=(A; 0’) + O( l/T), we have 
for some constant M, since dz(L; 0’) is bounded. Hence, by the Markov 
inequality, 
Now choose E, so that P(Q) ,< Bs2/h4, where 6 > 0 is a fixed arbitrarily 
small number. Then 
P[ max I&,(9) -X,(9,)1 2 s21 6 6 
j, 0 e S, 
and, by (2.23) and (2.24), 
We now consider the estimation of the multiplicative parameter q in 
#X(L). Suppose 4*(n) = ~$~(l; 0). That is, we assume that the parametric 
form of the spectral density #X(n) is known and given by &‘(n; 0) through 
parameter 8 up to an unknown multiplicative constant q. In the previous 
discussion, &,(A; tI), which corresponds to i,(n; (I), was used in (2.8) 
where q is not involved. Then, similarly, tiZ(n) = ~$~(l; 0) so that 
We now estimate a2(0; q) by (2.14) and, by Theorem 2.1(b), &#I; r) + 
02(fJo; q) in q.m. as T + co. We estimate r~ by 
tT= 600; VI C2(8,) ’ 
where 6, is the consistent estimate of 8’ discussed earlier. We note that 
c?~(&.) is obtained through the definition of C’(0) in (2.25). Since C2(0) is 
a continuous and positive function, ti2(8,) + cY2(8”) in probability. Hence 
tjT + q in probability as T + co. 
An alternative approach is to base flT on an estimate of R,(O). Set 
R,(o;e,+jm )x(n)dn=qJ-m &(n;e)dktjR,(O;e). (2.26) 
-02 --cc 
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Note that R,(O; 0) is continuous in 6 whenever i,(A; 6) is continuous in 
0. We now estimate R,(O; O”, q) by 
and q by 
$+ &(O; e”, rl) 
Rx(O;O,) ’ 
where B,(O; &) is obtained through K,(O; 0) in (2.26). It is easy to show 
that ff,(O; 6’, q) converges in quadratic-mean to R,(O; 6’, q) and yiT is a 
consistent estimate of q as T + co. 
3. JOINT ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
In this section we establish the asymptotic normality of the estimate 8,; 
i.e., we wish to show that &a, - O”) is asymptotically normal with mean 
zero and covariance matrix C, 
I= W-‘QW-‘, (3.1) 
where the entries of W are given by 
5 O” a log g( A; V) a log g(lz; e”) &(A; e”) wi,j= - -cc aep ao; 1 + I2 dl, i, j= 1, . . . . s, (3.2) 
and the entries of Q are given by 
ir m qi,j= 2n 2 a log g(l; 60) a log g(i; 60) &n; eo) do -02 aep ae; (1 +A2)2 
m 
+ ff-, 
a log al ; 60) a log g(l, ; 00) &v,, -A,, 12; 60) dA dA 
aeg aep I (1+1:)(1+12;) l * . 
(3.3) 
In this section we assume that the process X has finite moments of all 
orders and that the counting process N(d) has finite moments of all orders 
over finite interval A with the following integrability conditions. 
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Assumption 3.1. For all k > 2 and j = 1, . . . . k - 1, we have 
1. . s RI--1 (1 + lujl) Ic$‘(u,, . . . . ukel)l du, . ..du.m. 1 < cc 
ii. s (l + lujl) Icsyk’(Ul, ..*3 uk- 1)1 dul ...dq-, < co. &-I 
We next impose smoothness conditions on g(l; 0) which allows differen- 
tiation of K(0) and I?,(e) with respect to 8 under the integral sign. 
Assumption 3.2. Let B,(@) be a &neighborhood of 8’. The partial 
derivatives ag(12; t3)/%,, a’g(,I; t3)/aOi atI,, a3g(l; e)/a6I, 80, aOk exist for 
8 E Ba(OO). Set 
i = 1, . . . . s h(i)(l. 0) = a log A’; e, , aei ' 
h(w(~; 0) = a2i0g (12;e) 
aeiaej ' i,j=l s , .‘., 
i, j, k = 1, . . . . s. 
Assume that for 8~B~(f)‘), h(“(l; 0) and h(‘,j)(l; t3) are bounded and 
continuous in R and 
p(isjsk)(jl; e)l = ~4, j < 00. 
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
(3.4c) 
Under Assumption 3.2, (3.4a) and (3.4b), we have, by dominated 
convergence, 
(3.5) 
and 
1.27 742) h(“jJ(~; e) D dL, (3.6) 
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using the fact that J,,,(A) is bounded by a random variable (with a finite 
second moment) uniformly in 1. We have 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Then 
under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 with the matrix W= [wi, j] of (3.2) being 
nonsingular we have that fi(6. - 0’) is asymptotically normal with mean 
zero and covariance matrix given in (3.1). 
The following lemma, whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, will 
be used repeatedly. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G(d) E L,(dl) be a bounded and continuous function on 
the real line. Set 
JT= jm G(A) I,,&) & J= m s G(A) &(A; 0’) d,I. (3.7) --oo -00 
Then under Assumption 3.1 (with k = 2,3,4) we have 
E[J,] = J+ 0(1/T) 
Tvar[J,] + 2n fR2 G(;1,) G(A,) q5$)(A1, -A.,, A,; 6’) d1, d& 
+4?r s m G*(A) #;(A; 0’) d2 (3.8) -co 
as T --) co, where the 0( l/T) term is uniform in 3, and &=(,I; 9) and 
4$“(2,, A2, I,; 9) are given in (2.5) and (2.17), respectively, with 0 implicit. 
The following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under Assumption 3.1 and the assumption on G(n) in 
Lemma 3.1, we have JT(J,-- J) is asymptotically normal with mean zero 
and variance given by the right side of (3.8). 
In proving Lemma 3.2 we utilize the following proposition whose proof 
is omitted. 
~OPOSITION 3.1. Let GE L,(dl), jG(1)l <K< co for all 1, and 
I 
cc 
G(I) D,(1- u)l d1= O(log T) unzformly in u. 
-cc 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. We first note that under Assumption 3.1 the 
integrability of (2.16) holds for all k 3 2 and consequently (2.18) also holds 
for all k 2 2 (cf. [ 11). 
In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that all cumulants of 
,/? J, of order k > 3 tend to zero as T-t co. Fix k > 3; using the notation 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and (2.12), we have 
Tki2 CUIIl,(J,, . . . . JT)= s, [ f/ G&)-j hk@,, . ..> 2,) d& . ..dlk. (3.9) 
j=l 
where 
h,@, > ...> nk)G Tk/* cum&&d9 . . . . zz,T(Ak)) 
=(2n>T)k g Ccum({d,.(l,);lEvl}) 
P Iv 
x ... x cum( {d&AI); IE v,}) (3.10) 
and the inner sum is over all indecomposable partitions v = vi u . . . LJ vP of 
the transformed table: 
4 -4 1 -1 
12 -12 2 -2 
. -+ : 
ik -n, Ii -i 
(see [2, Theorem 2.3.2 1). Note that in using the transformed table, 
cum( {d,,.(A,); IE vj>) denotes the cumulant of all random variables 
(dZ,T(;ll), 1~ v,} with the convention I,= -A,,, for Z< 0. Any partition v 
which has a single element in a subset vi contributes zero, since 
cum(dz,,(l)) =E[d&l)] =O. Hence in any partition v, all subsets vi 
must have at least two elements from the transformed table and thus the 
sum in (3.10) over p has an upper limit k. Denote by #(vi) the number of 
elements in the subset vi. 
Consider first the case p= 1 in (3.10). Then by (2.18) we have 
hk(&, . . . . 2,) = (2n:)2k-’ 
(2~ fi)” 
D,(O) 42”’ 
x ((a,, I= +1, . . . . &(k-1),1=k})+0(1) 
= O(T’-“*), 
since dg”) is bounded and DT(0) = T. Hence the contribution to (3.9) of 
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thecasep=1isoftheorderO(T’-k’2)-+Oas T+cc forka3,usingthe 
integrability of G. 
Assume now that 1 <p< k. Given an indecomposable partition v = 
v1 u . . . u vP of the transformed table, there exists at least one j such that 
J’EV, and -jo v, with m # n; otherwise the partition is not indecom- 
posable. Without loss of generality let j= 1, m = 1, and n = 2 for notational 
convenience. By (2.18) and (3.10) the contribution of this partition to (3.9) 
is 
(3.11) 
with the expanded notation that tiz( {,I,, 1 E vi)> being the cumulant 
spectrum of order #((vi) and thus has #(vi) - 1 arguments. Also 
4Anj, {I,, lE vi>) = 4AAj9 { I12 l E Vi but l# j}) is a cumulant spectrum of 
order #(vi) and thus has #(vi) - 1 arguments. The expansion of the 
product of the form nf= 1 [a,+ O(l)] in the integrand of (3.11) has many 
terms. The most significant term is nf= 1 ai, which involves the product of 
all the Dirichlet kernels D+s. Let B, be its contribution to (3.11) and let 
B2 be the contribution of all other terms. We have 
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The inner integral with respect to 1, can be bounded by the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, using the boundedness of 4z and G, by 
=Const T 
s 
co 
--m 
f [D,(A)12 dA 
= Const T, (3.13) 
where Const means a constant factor. Hence 
and, by the boundedness of 4z, 
If p = 2 there will be no Dirichlet kernels D,‘s left in the integrand and, by 
the integrability of the G’s, we would have B, = 0( T’ -k/2) + 0 as T -+ GO 
for k 2 3. If p > 2 then there exists an If 1 such that I E vi for j 2 3 and - 1 
does not appear in any other remaining subset of the partition v; otherwise 
the partition would be decomposable. Without loss of generality, let j = 3 
and 1=2. Now using Proposition 3.1 in (3.14) with respect to the integra- 
tion of di2 we obtain 
If p = 3, a final integration of IG(A,)l gives 
B,=O $$& +O as T+cofork>,3. 
( > 
Continuing in this manner, using Proposition 3.1 repeatedly, we will have 
p - 4 additional integrations involving D,G and k - 3 - (p - 4) = k - p + 1 
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additional integrations involving G’s only. Hence the dominant term in 
(3.9) for a fixed 1~ p < k is 
I&( <g (log T)P-*= Const (-) 1ogT p-2+O 
(JT)k-p JT 
as T+ccwheneverl<p<k,k>3. (3.15) 
The sames argument can be applied when at least one 0( 1) term is present 
in the expansion of the product of the form l-I:=1 [a,+ O(l)] in the 
integrand of (3.11). Since at least one D, term will be replaced by O(l), 
this will result in at least one factor log T less than that in the bound 
for the dominant term B, of (3.15). Thus all other terms in the product 
expansion in the integrand of (3.11) are bounded by 
Const 
B2’ (fi)k-p (log T) 
as T+ cc whenever 1 <p<k. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the consistency of &. established in 
Theorem 2.2 we have for 6 > 0, P[ I\&.- 8’11 <S] + 1 as T--f co. Suppose 
$o B,(f)‘). It is clear that @(8,) = 0 for i = 1, . . . . s, since 8, maximizes 
KT(fI) so that, by the mean value theorem, 
0 = by(eO) + i (8, i- ep, I@qeg, i = 1, ..,, s (3.16) 
j=l 
with 
e~=a~,+(i-a)eO~~,(eO) 
(0; actually depends on i). Hence 
jcl [-R~j)(e~)][~(B,j-ey)]=JTR~)(eo). 
We now wish to show that 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(a) $$?)(fI~)-+~rn, E[@~)(B”)]=w,jinprobabilityas T+ CO 
(3.19a) 
(b) fiR$)(O’), i= 1, . . . . s is asymptotically normal with 
mean zero and covariance matrix 
Q given by (3.3). (3.19b) 
The conclusion of the theorem would then follow from (3.18). 
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For (3.19a) it sulkes to show 
IR$j)(e;) _ Al ~ 0 in probability, 
var[k$“(BO)] + 0, 
and 
lim Er@j)(rjO)] = w. 1.1’ 
TYCC - - 
For (3.20a) we have by (3.6) 
IbFi)(e;) _ ~(W(eO)l T 
< s 
O” lj(LiJ(~; 0;) 
-cc 
By the mean value theorem we have 
s 
- 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
(3.20~) 
(3.21) 
WJ(2, es) - h(q; e0) = 1 (e;,, - e;) h(“q~, ~80 + (1 - ~1 e;) 
k=l 
for some 0 < rl -C 1. Thus, 
1 jUA(J. 0:) _ j(iJ(~. eo)j 3 
G lie; - 8011 
i 
i ~h(“q2, qeo+ (1 - tf) e;)]* “* 
k=l 1 
and, by condition (3.4~) (Assumption 3.2), this is bounded by 
M,,j )lO~-tI”ll. It then follows from (3.21) that 
(3.22) 
By Lemma 3.1 with G(n) = l/( 1+ A*) we have 
in quadratic-mean (and thus in probability) as T+ co. Thus the right side 
of (3.22) tends to zero in probability as T + co by the consistency of 0, 
and thus (3.20a) is established. To prove (3.20b) we have by (3.6) 
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With G(I) = h”*“(l; 6’)/( 1 + A’), we have by Assumption 3.2 that 
G(1) satisfies the required conditions of Lemma 3.1 and, thus, 
var[@j)(6’)] -+O as T --t co, establishing (3.20b). Next we proceed to 
prove (3.2Oc). We have, by (2.19) and (3.4b), 
i 
m = h’““(~; tlO) &(A; e”) do + * 
1 +I2 
(3.23) 
-72 
We next show that the integral on the right side of (3.23) is equal to wiej 
from which (3.20~) would follow. Now 
and 
and the right side is equal to zero, since {Tm (g(l; O”)/( 1 + A’)) dll = 1 (the 
differentiation under the integral sign is jusitified in view of Assumption 3.2 
on the log of g(& 0’)). Hence by (3.23) 
lim .pW)(e”)] 
T-CC 
T 
5 
00 =- p(lz; eo) g(j)(12; eo) +qn; eo) 
-m 82(4 00) 1+12 dJ 
00 =- 
I 
a log g(2; eo) a log g(l; eo) 4,(~; 430) 
-co a@ ao; 1+112 dA=wij. 
Having established (3.20a)-( 3.2Oc), property (3.19a) follows. 
We now turn to the proof of (3.19b). We have 
and set 
i aJP(L; f3O) (I + n2) 
i= 1 Ii 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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in (3.7), where CLI)S are arbitrary constants. Clearly it suffkes to show that 
.I, in (3.7) is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 
XI=, CT= 1 criqi,jolj. By Assumption 3.2 it is clear that G(n) of (3.25) is 
bounded, continuous, and in L,(&). Hence by Lemma 3.2, $$,I,- J) is 
asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 
4R jm G2(rl)q@1;eo)dA+2~ j~2G(~l)G(E.2)~~)(I,,-1,,i.2;Bo)di.,d~2 
--co 
= il ,$, aiaj { 471 jm 
-m 
h’i’(R; 43”) h”‘(l; eo) ;y;;; dA 
x zn 
s 
Rz h(i)(A,; fp) h(j)(A,; 00) ~~‘(‘19 -‘ly ‘2; e”) dd, do* 
(1 +A:)(1 +A:) I 
= i f: cliaj4i,, 
i=l j=l 
by (3.25) and (3.3). To complete the proof of (3.19b) we need to show that 
J of (3.7) with G of (3.25) is equal to zero. Now 
since j?a, (g(J; tI”)/( 1 + 2’)) dA = 1. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. i 
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